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i.  Executive Summary 

Primary and secondary prevention of cardiovascular disease are ever-present concerns in this 

time of rising obesity, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease morbidity and mortality. Clinical 

researchers continue to pay substantial attention to questions of cardiovascular risk 

assessment; therapeutic interventions for risk factors such as hypertension, dyslipidemia, 

diabetes, and obesity; patient and process of care related factors that can improve care for 

these risk factors; and measuring the quality of care received by patients who need 

preventive treatments. This needs assessment describes recent clinical findings, new and 

emerging guidelines and expert recommendations, clinical controversies, and other topics for 

the education of cardiologists in this wide-ranging clinical area. Many of the topics identified 

in this needs assessment are supported by findings from ACC educational activity evaluations 

and surveys as well. Although the list is long, the topics below have been singled out as 

particularly crucial. 

 

I. Cardiovascular risk assessment 

 

  

Educational needs in cardiovascular disease risk assessment: 

• Currently available guidelines and recommendations for the use of risk assessment 

scoring tools 

• Relative strengths and weaknesses of different risk scoring algorithms and their 

relative utility among patients of different gender, age, and race/ethnicity.  

• Point of Care (POC) processes and cues/prompts systems that can ensure that 

comprehensive screening for risk factors is systematically carried out as 

recommended by guidelines. 
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II. Hypertension 
 

 
 

  

Educational needs in hypertension: 

• Evolving blood pressure targets for special patient groups including the very 

elderly, those with diabetes, and individuals with co-morbidities such as chronic 

kidney disease 

• Recent guidelines for hypertension management and, upon publication, the JNC 8 

hypertension guidelines 

• Emerging use of ambulatory monitoring as a more reliable means of diagnosing 

blood pressure in the general population 

• Clinician and patient-related factors that contribute to suboptimal blood pressure 

goal and strategies to address them 

• Importance of lifestyle changes in blood pressure control 

• Recent suggestions that patients who require a ≥20/10 mmHg blood pressure 

reduction be started on 2 different antihypertensive agents rather than 

monotherapy  

• Role of combination therapy in established hypertension, medication burden, and 

effects on patient adherence   

• Therapy selection and other considerations in patients with one or more co-

morbidities, pregnant women, and women of child-bearing age 

• Contemporary evaluation and treatment of resistant hypertension 

• Secondary causes of hypertension 
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III. Dyslipidemia 

 
 
  

Educational needs in dyslipidemia: 

• Current recommendations for lipid targets for the general population and in 

patients with established cardiovascular disease and/or diabetes 

• Recent guidelines for dyslipidemia management and the pending release of new 

guidelines 

• Appropriate intervals for blood lipid testing for different patient groups and 

effective analysis of the results 

• Factors that may contribute to low blood lipid control rates 

• Management of statin-resistant dyslipidemia 

• Potential barriers to statin use, assessing patient risk of myopathy or drug 

interactions, and the use of alternative therapies such as bile acid sequestrants or 

fibrates 

• Detection, evaluation, and management of individuals with familial 

hypercholesterolemia (FH) or other inherited lipid disorders; new medications for 

FH 
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IV. Diabetes 
 

 
 

  

Educational needs in diabetes: 

• Evolving recommendations for glycemic targets in diabetes patients and 

appropriateness of less stringent targets for elderly patients with long-standing 

established disease, significant CAD, and multiple co-morbidities 

• Updated, patient-centered diabetes guidelines that reflect the rapid expansion of 

new therapies 

• Benefits of a comprehensive management approach that includes aggressive 

treatment of hypertension and dyslipidemia in addition to blood sugar control 

• Current lack of glycemic control in nearly half of diabetes patients, racial and 

ethnic disparities in this area, and need for timely advancement of therapy 

• Current and emerging therapies for diabetes and how they should be selected based 

on patient characteristics, including incretin-based therapies, newer forms of 

insulin, and potential use of bariatric surgery 

• Diabetes screening and current recommendations for the management of individuals 

with pre-diabetes 

• Defining roles and collaborating with other clinicians involved in diabetes care 

including endocrinologists and primary care physicians 
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V. Energy Balance, Obesity, and Lifestyle Factors 
 

 
 

Additional lifestyle factors 

 

  

Educational needs in energy balance, obesity, and lifestyle factors: 

• Understanding the definitions of and relationships between obesity, 

cardiovascular disease, metabolic syndrome, and cardiometabolic risk 

• Recent guidelines for treating obesity, including recommendations on diet, 

exercise, and other lifestyle changes 

• Need for obesity screening through regular assessment of BMI and role of waist 

circumference measurements in assessing for cardiometabolic risk and for 

progress with lifestyle interventions 

• Effective patient education and counseling including the components of a healthy 

diet, recommended amounts of exercise, reducing sodium and saturated fat 

consumption, and the addition of cardioprotective fats and vitamin D to the diet 

• Importance of referral to cardiac rehabilitation for patients with established 

cardiovascular disease 

• Current and emerging treatments for obesity beyond lifestyle changes 

Educational needs in additional lifestyle factors: 

• Importance of referring patients to smoking cessation interventions 

• Role of long-term pharmacologic therapies such as anticoagulants, beta-blockers, 

and ACEIs in secondary risk reduction after a cardiac event or in the presence of 

established disease 

• Role of depression in cardiovascular morbidity and mortality 

• Importance of influenza vaccination for reducing cardiovascular mortality 

• Diagnosis, evaluation, and management of patients with sleep apnea 
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VI. Emerging Topics 

 

 

VII. Patient Related Factors 

 

 

 

Educational needs in emerging topics: 

• Recently released NHLBI guidelines for cardiovascular risk reduction in children and 

adolescents, including screening recommendations and patient or parent 

counseling on modifiable risk factors 

• Status of current and emerging biomarkers 

• Role of genetic predisposition in development of cardiovascular disease 

• Currently used and emerging pharmacogenetic differences that affect therapeutic 

effectiveness of preventive treatments 

• Emerging understanding of inflammation as an etiological factor in cardiovascular 

disease and current trials testing anti-inflammatory therapies as preventive 

treatments 

Educational needs in patient-related factors: 

• Lack of patient adherence with chronic disease therapies, role of medication 

burden, and strategies for improving adherence 

•  Knowledge and sensitivity to cultural factors that may affect patient perceptions 

of and adherence to recommended interventions 

• Overcoming barriers to cardiac rehabilitation referral and participation for patients 

with established cardiovascular disease 

• Role of and skill in using patient-centered care strategies to engage patients and 

their families and to improve adherence with cardiovascular risk management 

interventions 


